Virtual Symposium at the Johannesburg Institute for Advanced Study

From the Colonial Nation-State to a Decolonized Political Community

The colonial/modern nation-state lives on as unique and incomparable to other forms of political organization. And yet, its uniqueness is impossible to think outside of colonialism, genocides, ecological destruction, and the making of majority as superior and opposed to minority. Is the possibility of justice a matter of law? Is a decolonized political community possible? In this Virtual Symposium we attend to Professor Mahmood Mamdani’s book, *Neither Settler nor Native: The Making and Unmaking of Permanent Minorities* (HUP, 2020 & WUP 2021).

**DATE • 25 February 2021**

**TIME • 16:00 – 18:00 South African Standard Time (SAST)**

RSVP on [https://forms.gle/hyP9pNKdTtw6gdae7](https://forms.gle/hyP9pNKdTtw6gdae7) to receive the Zoom details.

Email [vanessak@uj.ac.za](mailto:vanessak@uj.ac.za) if you encounter any problems.